
Delirium Cafe Tap Beers

Tap Nr 1: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 5.7%
ARTEVELDE
BELGIAN ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
Easy-drinking Belgian style. Pours clear deep golden with an 
off-white head. Aroma with notes of malts, caramel, grain and 
hay. Taste is medium sweet and slightly bitter with a long grainy 
caramel finish. Medium body with soft carbonation.

Tap Nr 2: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 10%
DELIRIUM NOEL 
BELGIAN CHRISTMAS ALE 
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €5,80
Delirium Noel pours a slick thick browny red color with a thin 
tanned yellow head. Aroma is wonderful sweet malt, with wheaty 
highlights and berries. 
Taste is quite sharp cherry and berry, smooth sweet malty bread 
with a spicy warm finish. 
Beautiful, warm, strong and festive. Merry Christmas !

Tap Nr 3: BROUWERIJ RODENBACH (BEL) ABV:6%
GRAND CRU
BELGIAN SOUR ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €5.80
This is simply a world-class brew !
Grand Cru is aged for up to two years in oak vats, resulting in 
a beer that is very tart, acidic and refreshing. An amazingly 
complex and vibrant beer. Simply wonderful!

Tap Nr 4: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV:3.6%
MONGOZO MANGO
BELGIAN MANGO FRUIT BEER
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
A wonderfully refreshing light fruit beer packed with the fruity 
flavor of sweet fresh mangos.

Tap Nr 5: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 3.6%
MONGOZO COCONUT
BELGIAN EXOTIC FRUIT BEER
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €4.80
A refreshing exotic beer with a refreshing taste of coconut. 
Mongozo white ale is the base ale upon which  this wonderful 
brew is based. Pale cloudy yellow in color, essentially white. 
Aroma of funky coconut. Light-bodied with creamy texture and 
soft carbonation. Coconut all the way through.

Tap Nr 6: BERKEL-ENSCHOT (HOL) ABV: 6,5%
LA TRAPPE BLOND
BLOND TRAPPIST ALE
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €4.80
Pours clear amber in color with a small white head. Sweet aroma 
of yeast and fruit. Smooth sweet taste with fruity notes. An easy-
drinking, light, refreshing quaffable beer.

Tap Nr 7: BERKEL-ENSCHOT (HOL) ABV: 7,0%
LA TRAPPE DUBBEL
DARK TRAPPIST ALE
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €4.80
Pours a beautiful dark brown with a creamy beige head.
Aroma is malty caramel, chocolate and sweet yeast. Flavor is 
sweet malt with underlying fruity notes, finishing with a mild 
bitterness from the spices and a smokey aftertaste.

Tap Nr 8: BROUWERIJ DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV:6%
ZINNEBIR
BELGIAN BLOND ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
For many this is  the best Belgian ale of the lot!
Beautifully balanced between the expected Belgian yeast 
character and fruity, citrusy hops. Pulls hazy golden with a good 
lasting head. The best of both worlds in a glass with wonderful 
IPA and Belgian characteristics.

Tap Nr 9: BROUWERIJ DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV:4,5%
TARAS BOULBA
BELGIAN SESSION ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
At 4,5% this beer is built for drinkability. The name ? Won´t go 
into it, it´s too complicated. Lots of aroma and flavor so let´s 
drink !

Tap Nr 10: BROUWERIJ DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV: 5%
STOUTERIK
IRISH-STYLE BELGIAN STOUT
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
Another great beer from De La Senne. Pours dark brown to black 
with a thin tanned head. Aroma of roasted chocolate malts, 
liquorice and hops. Taste is more of the same with Belgian yeast, 
sweet berries, coffee and spices. As they say in Ireland, Slainte!

Tap Nr 11: BRASSERIE d´ACHOUFFEE (BEL) ABV: 9.0%
HOUBLON CHOUFFE
BELGIAN ABBEY IMPERIAL IPA
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €5.80
Houblon Chouffe is a very unique marriage between the English 
tradition of IPAs, the new-age American imperial IPAs and 
the classic Belgian style of brewing beer. Although very much 
hopped as it is, Houblon Chouffe showcases the unique balance 
between a very strong IPA and a very special Belgian triple. 
Pours hazy golden in color with a large foamy bubbly head with 
thick lacing. Orange, citrusy and bready malt aroma. Flavors of 
citrus, earthy hops, some mild spices, pretty sweet with some 
bitternesss. Lively carbonation. A beautifully magnificient 
balanced beer!

Tap Nr 12: BROUWERIJ PALM (BEL) ABV: 5.2%
PALM
BELGIAN AMBER ALE
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €3.80
Palm ale has long been one of Europes top-selling speciality 
beers. Made with English hops, French barley and Belgian yeast, 
Palm Ale represents the very best of European beer-making 
tradition. Pours clear amber with a huge foamy head. Aroma of 
malted barley, yeast and wheat. Flavours of malt, grains, mild 
hops and a little spice with some bitterness to finish.

Tap Nr 13: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 5.0%
CAMPUS PREMIUM
BELGIAN PALE LAGER
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €3.80
A refreshing pils that is easy to drink with a very pleasant 
aromatic bitter hop taste. A richer taste than regular lagers, 
more aromatic than German-style pilseners and less bitter than 
Czech pilseners.

Tap Nr 14: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
DELIRIUM TREMENS
BELGIAN ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €5.80
Pours a clear golden amber color with a huge rocky white head 
with lots of lacing. Intense aroma of spices, peaches, berries, 
banana and citrus malt. Taste is thick, dry, spicy and a tad sour 
with honey, hops, lemon and a sweet finish.
Voted “Best Beer in the World” in 1998!

Tap Nr 15: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 7.0%
DELIRIUM ARGENTUM
BELGIAN IPA
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
To mark the 25th anniversary of the launch of Delirium Tremens, 
Huyghe brewery brewed this limited-edition beer. Not a typical 
IPA. Pours clear light amber with a huge long-lasting head. 
Wonderful retention and lacing. Nice spicy hoppy aroma with 
citrusy fruit. Medium-bodied and soft carbonation. Sweet malts, 
spicy yeast and floral hops on the tongue. Light citrus bitterness. 
A beautifully aromatic and flavourful ale!

Tap Nr 16: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
DELIRIUM NOCTURNUM
BELGIAN ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
A complex beer that evolves as you drink it. Dark brown in color 
with hints of coppery red with a thick long-lasting creamy head. 
Rich full aroma of sweet malts, caramel and a twist of liquorice. 
Initial soft alcohol mouthfeel transforming to a slightly bitter 
hoppiness, ending up with a nice balance between bitterness, 
sour and sweet. Also with hints of caramel, liquorice, chocolate 
and coffee. Full-bodied, smooth, creamy with high carbonation.
A wonderful Belgian ale!

Tap Nr 17: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.0%
DELIRIUM RED
BELGIAN FRUIT BEER
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
Deep red color with a light pink head. Good lacing. Soft fruity 
aroma with hints of almond and sour cherries. Sweet and fruity 
taste with a good balance between sweet and sour. Sweet, fruity 
and delicious!

Tap Nr 18: HUYGHE BROUWERIJ (BEL) ABV: 6,5%
DELIRIUM CAFE IPA 
IPA
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €4,80
Brewed exclusively for the Delirium Cafes throughout the world , 
this wonderful IPA will rival the best oft he best. A wonderful IPA 
with a Belgian twist !

Tap Nr 19: BRASSERIE LEFEBVRE (BEL) ABV: 4.5%
BLANCHE DE BRUXELLES
BELGIAN WITBIER
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €3.80
Belgian beer culture at its best. Slightly hazy, pale golden yellow 
in color with a thick frothy head. Sweet yeast flavor followed by 
coriander and fruit with nice acidity. One of the best Witbiers in 
the world!

Tap Nr 20: ST BERNARDUS BROUWERIJ (BEL) ABV: 8.0%
ST.BERNARDUS TRIPLE
BELGIAN TRIPLE ABBEY ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
This luxurious Belgian triple abbey pours a hazy golden colour 
with a medium-white head. Aromas of malt, grains, apricot, fruit, 
spices and yeast come through. Taste is a harmonious balance 
between sweet and sour with malty caramel toffee combining 
with hoppy spices and citrus fruit. Medium-bodied with an oily 
texture and lively carbonation. An exquisite Belgian abbey!

Tap Nr 21: BROUWERIJ DER TRAPPISTEN VAN WESTMALLE (BEL) 
ABV: 7.0%
WESTMALLE DUBBEL
BELGIAN TRAPPIST ALE
0,25L €2,90 / 0,46L €5.80
Pours a deep ruby red with a tan head. Massive aroma of toffee, 
plums, banana and some toasty malty notes. Taste of plums, 
toffee, cherries, maltiness and some dry woodiness. Simply 
amazing!

Tap Nr 22: BROUWERIJ F. BOON (BEL) ABV: 6.5%
BOON KRIEK
BELGIAN FRUIT LAMBIC BEER
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €5.80
Boon Kriek is a traditional Belgian lambic fruit beer. It is 
brewed according to the traditional lambic style of spontaneous 
fermentation with only fresh cherries being used. Watery blood 
red in color with a vanishing white head. Aroma of sweet cherry 
and liquorice along with a distinct sour tang. Flavors of cherry 
and brandy with a sweetish finish. Medium body and low-
carbonation. A funky lambic drinking sensation!

Tap Nr 23: BROUWERIJ F. BOON (BEL) ABV: 5.0%
BOON FRAMBOISE
BELGIAN RASPBERRY LAMBIC BEER
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €5.80
Raspberry Lambic was traditionally only produced during the 
summer when raspberries were in season. Frank Boon was the 
first to produce this lambic on a year-round basis, with more 
than 300 grams of fresh raspberries used per liter giving it a 
wonderful funky fresh fruity taste. No artificial flavourings used. 
Wonderful refreshing drinking!

Tap Nr 24: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 7.5%
AVERBODE
BELGIAN ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
Hazy dark straw in color with a huge amount of activity. Big loose 
frothy head. Aroma of white wine, floral spices and banana yeast. 
Flavours of green grapes, fruity citrus, yeast, roasted grains 
and spices. Full-flavoured and soft considering the high alcohol 
content. Well balanced sweetness and bitterness. Smooth slick 
full body with champagne- like carbonation. Averbode is a tribute 
to the centuries-old tradition of beer brewing in Belgium!

Tap Nr 25: BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
LA GUILLOTINE
BELGIAN ALE
0,25L €2.90 / 0,46L €4.80
This strong Belgian ale is golden blond in color, slighltly hazy 
with a thick lasting head and good lacing. Aromas of Belgian 
yeast, banana, apricot, cloves and orange zest come through. 
Taste is complex, spicy and earthy with hints of citrus. A subtle 
sweetness masks the strong alcohol content finishing quite dry. 
A light body with champagne-like carbonation. 
An excellent Belgian ale!


